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The Mornsun QPl 2W08S-37 is an excellent choice for the IGTB driver with its 
built-in isolated DC-DC power supply, a high isolation voltage of 3750VAC, input 
signal frequency of up to 20 kHz, a built-in fault circuit with a pin for fault feedback, 
and a p「otective soft cut-off ti me 

Communication with the monitoring system is facilitated by a Mornsun 
industrial bus from the �. which its e If u t山zes special 
integrated IC technology that allows it to achieve isolation between the power 
supply and the signal line, as well as communicate and protect the bus all in 
the same module This series of products can be easily embedded in end-user 
equipment to achieve a fully functional RS485 network connection 

The isolation converter used in this design is from the Mornsun series of DC-
DC converters, spec币cally the Mornsun �. With its ef如ency of 
up to 84%, high power density, and wide operating ambient temperature 
range, this converter is an excellent choice for use in a solar inverter, as well as a 
host of other applications. The block diagram also shows the use of two 
linear regulators ,  including the �model, which offers efficiency of 
up to 95%, a no-load input current as low as 0.2 mA, and output short-circuit 
protection 

The design requires a 200 to l 500VDC input voltage isolation converter 
and Mornsun's � series is ideal for this application. This line of 
isolation conve「te「s feature high ef什ciency and high 「eliability, along with a 
high level of safety. 

Mornsun: Your One-Stop-Shop for Smart Grid Solutions 

Smart grids are extremely common in today's world, which is why Mornsun works 

to provide you with comprehensive powe「 electronics solutions for all of your energy 

needs These include massive smart grids, battery management systems, combiner 

boxes, inverters, and grid monitoring units, as well as end-user applications such as 

EV/HEV charging stations. Our line of power electronic products will give you the e价

cient, reliable, power-dense solutions needed fo「 all your smart grid solutions 
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